Odisha Ikat is a kind of ikat, a resist dyeing technique, originating from Indian state of Odisha. Also known as "Bandha of Odisha", it is a geographically tagged product of Odisha since 2007. It is made through a process of tie-dying the warp or weft threads to create the design on the loom prior to weaving.

Product - Silk Stoles
Code - APST(N)
Material - Mulberry Silk
Size - 2mt by 24in
Quantity - 5
Price - 1800

Artisan Entrepreneur: Arjun Pal
Contact no: 9938315201
Odisha Ikat is a kind of ikat, a resist dyeing technique, originating from Indian state of Odisha. Also known as "Bandha of Odisha", it is a geographically tagged product of Odisha since 2007. It is made through a process of tie-dying the warp or weft threads to create the design on the loom prior to weaving.

Product - Cotton Stole
Code - THST(N)
Material - Cotton
Size – 2m * 24" width
Quantity - 5
Price - 1000

Artisan Entrepreneur: Akula
Contact no: 9583316045
Odisha Ikat is a kind of ikat, a resist dyeing technique, originating from Indian state of Odisha. Also known as "Bandha of Odisha", it is a geographically tagged product of Odisha since 2007. It is made through a process of tie-dying the warp or weft threads to create the design on the loom prior to weaving.

Product - Silk Stoles
Code - APST(N)
Material - Mulberry Silk
Size – 2m* 24”
Quantity - 5
Price - 1800

Artisan Entrepreneur: Arjun Pal
Contact no: 9938315201
Odisha Ikat is a kind of ikat, a resist dyeing technique, originating from Indian state of Odisha. Also known as "Bandha of Odisha", it is a geographically tagged product of Odisha since 2007. It is made through a process of tie-dying the warp or weft threads to create the design on the loom prior to weaving.
Odisha Ikat is a kind of ikat, a resist dyeing technique, originating from Indian state of Odisha. Also known as "Bandha of Odisha", it is a geographically tagged product of Odisha since 2007. It is made through a process of tie-dying the warp or weft threads to create the design on the loom prior to weaving.

Product - Silk Stoles  
Code - APST(N)  
Material - Mulberry Silk  
Size - 2mt by 24in  
Quantity - 5  
Price - 1800

Artisan Entrepreneur: Arjun Pal  
Contact no: 9938315201
Odisha Ikat is a kind of ikat, a resist dyeing technique, originating from Indian state of Odisha. Also known as “Bandha of Odisha”, it is a geographically tagged product of Odisha since 2007. It is made through a process of tie-dying the warp or weft threads to create the design on the loom prior to weaving.

Product - Diary
Code - MNCODI(n)
Material - Cotton
Size - A5
Quantity - 50
Price - 500
Kamrup’s Eri Silk has a charm of its own with its value unparalleled. Just as on silk, likewise on cotton, the extra weft weaving technique where separate weft yarn, inserted into the warp on top of the main weft at the base, makes the products of this cluster unique. Coupled with a combination of natural dyes, products of this cluster are no less than heirloom pieces that would last a lifetime.
Kamrup’s Eri Silk has a charm of its own with its value unparalleled. Just as on silk, likewise on cotton, the extra weft weaving technique where separate weft yarn, inserted into the warp on top of the main weft at the base, makes the products of this cluster unique. Coupled with a combination of natural dyes, products of this cluster are no less than heirloom pieces that would last a lifetime.

PRODUCT CODE – KBGHCST034
PRICE – 600/-
MATERIAL - Cotton stole with Eri motifs
ARTISAN NAME – Thageshwari Das
SIZE – 24” X 2mt
To Buy Please Contact : Thageshwari Das; (7896331410)

PRODUCT CODE – KBGHCST035
PRICE – 600/-
MATERIAL - Cotton stole with Eri motifs
ARTISAN NAME – Thageshwari Das
SIZE – 24” X 2mt
To Buy Please Contact : ThageshwariDas; (7896331410)
Kamrup’s Eri Silk has a charm of its own with its value unparalleled. Just as on silk, likewise on cotton, the extra weft weaving technique where separate weft yarn, inserted into the warp on top of the main weft at the base, makes the products of this cluster unique. Coupled with a combination of natural dyes, products of this cluster are no less than heirloom pieces that would last a lifetime.
Kamrup’s Eri Silk has a charm of its own with its value unparalleled. Just as on silk, likewise on cotton, the extra weft weaving technique where separate weft yarn, inserted into the warp on top of the main weft at the base, makes the products of this cluster unique. Coupled with a combination of natural dyes, products of this cluster are no less than heirloom pieces that would last a lifetime.
Kamrup’s Eri Silk has a charm of its own with its value unparalleled. Just as on silk, likewise on cotton, the extra weft weaving technique where separate weft yarn, inserted into the warp on top of the main weft at the base, makes the products of this cluster unique. Coupled with a combination of natural dyes, products of this cluster are no less than heirloom pieces that would last a lifetime.
Kamrup’s Eri Silk has a charm of its own with its value unparalleled. Just as on silk, likewise on cotton, the extra weft weaving technique where separate weft yarn, inserted into the warp on top of the main weft at the base, makes the products of this cluster unique. Coupled with a combination of natural dyes, products of this cluster are no less than heirloom pieces that would last a lifetime.
Kamrup’s Eri Silk has a charm of its own with its value unparalleled. Just as on silk, likewise on cotton, the extra weft weaving technique where separate weft yarn, inserted into the warp on top of the main weft at the base, makes the products of this cluster unique. Coupled with a combination of natural dyes, products of this cluster are no less than heirloom pieces that would last a lifetime.
Kamrup’s Eri Silk has a charm of its own with its value unparalleled. Just as on silk, likewise on cotton, the extra weft weaving technique where separate weft yarn, inserted into the warp on top of the main weft at the base, makes the products of this cluster unique. Coupled with a combination of natural dyes, products of this cluster are no less than heirloom pieces that would last a lifetime.
Kamrup’s Eri Silk has a charm of its own with its value unparalleled. Just as on silk, likewise on cotton, the extra weft weaving technique where separate weft yarn, inserted into the warp on top of the main weft at the base, makes the products of this cluster unique. Coupled with a combination of natural dyes, products of this cluster are no less than heirloom pieces that would last a lifetime.
Kamrup’s Eri Silk has a charm of its own with its value unparalleled. Just as on silk, likewise on cotton, the extra weft weaving technique where separate weft yarn, inserted into the warp on top of the main weft at the base, makes the products of this cluster unique. Coupled with a combination of natural dyes, products of this cluster are no less than heirloom pieces that would last a lifetime.

PRODUCT CODE – KASST007
PRICE – 850/-
MATERIAL - Cotton by Noil silk stole
ARTISAN NAME – Annu saboo
SIZE – 24” X 2mt
To Buy Please Contact : Annu;
(7896224916)

PRODUCT CODE – K ASST008
PRICE – 850/-
MATERIAL - Cotton by Noil silk stole
ARTISAN NAME – Annu saboo
SIZE – 24” X 2mt
To Buy Please Contact : Annu;
(7896224916)

PRODUCT CODE – KASST009
PRICE – 850/-
MATERIAL - Cotton by Noil silk stole
ARTISAN NAME – Annu saboo
SIZE – 24” X 2mt
To Buy Please Contact : Annu;
(7896224916)
Kamrup's Eri Silk has a charm of its own with its value unparalleled. Just as on silk, likewise on cotton, the extra weft weaving technique where separate weft yarn, inserted into the warp on top of the main weft at the base, makes the products of this cluster unique. Coupled with a combination of natural dyes, products of this cluster are no less than heirloom pieces that would last a lifetime.
Gopalpur, a coastal village in Odisha, situated on the banks of Brahmani river, is one of the leading Tussar producing clusters in India. Fabrics are designed in tussar and gheecha and enhanced with an extra weft technique. Products are also made with different blends of tussar - tussar, tussar - eri and tussar - gheecha. One of the artisanal skills associated with Gopalpur craft is their use of hand spun and hand reeled yarns done mostly by the female artisans of the family.

Artisan Name:  
Contact No:  
Product - Dupatta  
Code - GPCDIS35  
Material - Tussar x gheecha  
Size - 2.5 m x 0.9 m  
Quantity - 40 pieces each  
Price - Rs 1200
Gopalpur, a coastal village in Odisha, situated on the banks of Brahmani river, is one of the leading Tussar producing clusters in India. Fabrics are designed in tussar and gheecha and enhanced with an extra weft technique. Products are also made with different blends of tussar - tussar, tussar - eri and tussar - gheecha. One of the artisanal skills associated with Gopalpur craft is their use of hand spun and hand reeled yarns done mostly by the female artisans of the family.

Artisan Entrepreneur:
Contact no:

Product - Dupatta
Code - GPCDARD01
Material - Tussar x gheecha
Size - 2.5 m x 0.9 m
Quantity - 12 pieces
Price - Rs 1350
Gopalpur, a coastal village in Odisha, situated on the banks of Brahmani river, is one of the leading Tussar producing clusters in India. Fabrics are designed in tussar and gheecha and enhanced with an extra weft technique. Products are also made with different blends of tussar - tussar, tussar - eri and tussar - gheecha. One of the artisanal skills associated with Gopalpur craft is their use of hand spun and hand reeled yarns done mostly by the female artisans of the family.

Artisan Entrepreneur:
Contact no:
Product - Dupatta
Code - GPCDIS126
Material - Tussar x gheecha
Size - 2.5 m x 0.9 m
Quantity - 40 pieces each
Price - Rs 1000
Gopalpur, a coastal village in Odisha, situated on the banks of Brahmmani river, is one of the leading Tussar producing clusters in India. Fabrics are designed in tussar and gheecha and enhanced with an extra weft technique. Products are also made with different blends of tussar - tussar, tussar - eri and tussar - gheecha. One of the artisanal skills associated with Gopalpur craft is their use of hand spun and hand reeled yarns done mostly by the female artisans of the family.

Product - Stole
Code – TS 1& TS2
Material - Tussar x Tussar
Size - 2.25 m x 0.7 m
Quantity - 60 pieces
Price - Rs 1050

Artisan Entrepreneur:
Contact no:
Gopalpur, a coastal village in Odisha, situated on the banks of Brahmani river, is one of the leading Tussar producing clusters in India. Fabrics are designed in tussar and gheecha and enhanced with an extra weft technique. Products are also made with different blends of tussar - tussar, tussar - eri and tussar - gheecha. One of the artisanal skills associated with Gopalpur craft is their use of hand spun and hand reeled yarns done mostly by the female artisans of the family.

Product - Dupatta
Code - GPCDUD01
Material - Tussar x gheecha
Size - 2.25 m x 1 m
Quantity - 10 pcs
Price - Rs 1650

Artisan Entrepreneur:
Contact no: